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ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose particle swarm optimization (PSO)-enhanced ensemble deep neural
networks and hybrid clustering models for skin lesion segmentation. A PSO variant is proposed, which
embeds diverse search actions including simulated annealing, levy flight, helix behavior, modified PSO,
and differential evolution operations with spiral search coefficients. These search actions work in a cascade
manner to not only equip each individual with different search operations throughout the search process
but also assign distinctive search actions to different particles simultaneously in every single iteration.
The proposed PSO variant is used to optimize the learning hyper-parameters of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) and the cluster centroids of classical Fuzzy C-Means clustering respectively to overcome
performance barriers. Ensemble deep networks and hybrid clustering models are subsequently constructed
based on the optimized CNN and hybrid clustering segmenters for lesion segmentation. We evaluate the
proposed ensemble models using three skin lesion databases, i.e., PH2, ISIC 2017, and Dermofit Image
Library, and a blood cancer data set, i.e., ALL-IDB2. The empirical results indicate that our models
outperform other hybrid ensemble clustering models combined with advanced PSO variants, as well as state-
of-the-art deep networks in the literature for diverse challenging image segmentation tasks.
INDEX TERMS Convolutional neural network, ensemble model, Fuzzy C-Means clustering, image seg-
mentation, particle swarm optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Malignant melanoma is the most deadly skin cancer. There
are 132,000 new cases of melanoma diagnosed worldwide
each year (World Health Organization). Automatic early
diagnosis of melanoma is critical in administering effec-
tive treatment and increasing the survival rate. Skin lesion
segmentation, which delineates the lesion foreground from
the skin, is a vital step in delivering a subsequent reli-
able and robust diagnosis. However, despite great efforts,
the retrieval of distinguishing complete lesion/tumour bound-
aries for diverse cases is still a challenging task owing to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Kashif Munir.
large variations in size, shape, texture, occlusion, and fuzzy
indistinguishable boundaries of tumours.
In this research, we propose evolving ensemble deep
networks and hybrid clustering models to undertake skin
lesion segmentation. A cascade Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) algorithm is proposed to optimize the learning
hyper-parameters of deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) and the cluster centroids of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
clustering, respectively, to enhance the segmentation perfor-
mance. Such processes are used to overcome local optima
traps, initialization sensitivity of FCM clustering, and the
difficulties in optimal hyper-parameter selection of deep
pixelwise classification networks. In order to overcome the
bias and variance of individual segmenters, ensemble deep
networks and hybrid clustering models are subsequently
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FIGURE 1. The system architecture.
constructed based on the enhanced base CNN and clustering
models, respectively. A majority voting strategy is used to
combine the prediction results of each base model to pro-
duce the final pixelwise classification outcome. A series of
post-processing procedures, including image dilation, hole
filling, border clearance and smoothing, and small object
removal, is subsequently conducted to further enhance the
performance. Figure 1 shows the system architecture. The
research contributions are highlighted, as follows.
1) We propose a cascade swarm intelligence (SI) algo-
rithm to undertake skin lesion segmentation based on
PSO. It is used to optimize the hyper-parameters of
deepCNNs and the cluster centroids of traditional FCM
clustering. On top of the enhanced base of CNN and
hybrid FCMmodels, two ensemble segmenters are sub-
sequently constructed, i.e. ensemble deep networks and
hybrid clustering models. Each ensemble segmenter
consists of three base clustering models or the CNNs,
respectively.
2) The proposed PSO variant embeds several search
operations including Simulated Annealing (SA), Levy
flight distribution, helix search actions, modified PSO
and Differential Evolution (DE) with spiral search
coefficients. These search strategies work in a cascade
manner to increase local and global search capabili-
ties. Specifically, for each particle, each of the above-
mentioned actions is inherited in the subsequent iter-
ations to accelerate convergence if its search process
shows improvements, otherwise an alternative search
behaviour is performed. This proposed cascade search
mechanism not only equips each particle with differ-
ent search operations during the search process, but
also enables the swarm particles to conduct distinctive
search actions simultaneously in any single iteration
(e.g. in iteration t , particle i conducts SA, while particle
j conducts helix search and particle k performs mod-
ified PSO operation with spiral search coefficients).
The above proposed mechanisms work cooperatively
to mitigate premature convergence of the original PSO
model.
3) Firstly, the proposed cascade PSO model is used to
further improve the centroids of FCM clustering to
overcome sensitivity to noise and membership initial-
ization, as well as local optima traps. Triple enhanced
FCM models are generated using different experimen-
tal settings. In order to overcome bias and variance of
individual segmenters, an ensemble clustering model
is subsequently constructed using the above enhanced
hybrid segmenters.
4) Secondly, deep learning models show superior perfor-
mances in diverse computer vision tasks. However,
the optimal parameter identification has been mainly
conducted using an exhaustive grid-search [1]–[3],
which may lead to an expensive computational cost.
Therefore, we employ the proposed PSO model to
provide an automatic optimization procedure to iden-
tify the optimal hyper-parameters (namely the learning
rate and weight decay parameters) of a deep CNN
model with dilated convolutions. Three deep pixelwise
classification CNNs with different optimized hyper-
parameters are generated, which are subsequently used
to form a deep ensemble network. A pixelwise majority
voting is conducted pertaining to both the clustering
and deep ensemble models to obtain the final pixelwise
classification results.
5) Three skin lesion data sets, i.e. PH2, Dermofit Image
Library, and ISIC 2017, and a blood cancer data set,
ALL-IDB2, are used to evaluate the proposed evolving
ensemble deep CNN networks and clustering models.
Both ensemble models show impressive performances
and outperform state-of-the-art deep learning networks
such as U-Net and other enhanced ensemble clustering
models incorporating diverse advanced PSO variants,
significantly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents related studies on clustering and deep semantic
segmentation models, and diverse PSO variants. The pro-
posed cascade SI algorithm and the construction of evolving
ensemble deep networks and clustering models are discussed
comprehensively in Section III. The evaluation results and
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comparison studies are provided in Section IV. Section V
concludes this research and presents future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss state-of-the-art PSO variants and
related studies on image segmentation using deep networks
and clustering models.
A. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Diverse threshold-, clustering- and deep learning-based seg-
mentation methods have been proposed in the literature to
retrieve complete distinguishing boundaries for tumour seg-
mentation.
Long et al. [4] proposed a Fully Convolutional Net-
work (FCN) for semantic segmentation. The FCN model
is trained in an end-to-end fashion, and is able to accept
input images with different sizes for dense output predic-
tion. A skip architecture is also embedded to incorporate
semantic information from a deep layer with appearance
information from a shallow layer for pixelwise prediction.
Ronneberger et al. [5] proposed the U-Net architecture for
lesion segmentation. The model consists of both encoding
and decoding paths. Skip-layers are also used to enable each
decoding layer to accept inputs from its previous layer as
well as its symmetric encoding layer. The network showed
impressive performances on diverse biomedical segmentation
tasks. Fernandes et al. [6] proposed a CNN model to mea-
sure the quality of an image-segmentation pair. The CNN
employed the learned model and the backpropagation algo-
rithm to perform image segmentation in an iterative pro-
cess. Gossip Networks were proposed to enable the com-
munication between the foreground and background streams.
Besides generating segmentation masks from scratch, their
deep network was capable of improving the outputs produced
by other segmentation methods (e.g. U-Net). The work was
evaluated using biomedical data sets pertaining to segmen-
tation of skin lesions, teeth, iris, etc. The developed model
outperformed U-Net and U-Net with dilated convolutions
(Dilated-Net), respectively. Izadi et al. [3] employed gener-
ative adversarial networks (GANs) for skin lesion segmen-
tation. An additional critic deep learning CNN model was
formulated, on top of the segmenter FCN network (such
as U-Net). The segmenter synthesized segmentation masks
whereas the critic network distinguished the synthesized
masks from real ground truth (GT). Their work indicated that
the incorporation of the critic model with the segmenter net-
work showed an enhanced performance in comparison with
increasing the segmenter network complexity. They evaluated
the added critic CNN by combining it with the U-Net seg-
menter, which outperformed U-Net when using the Dermofit
skin lesion data set. Proposed by Vesal et al. [7], the SkinNet
architecture was a modified version of U-Net. In comparison
with U-Net, it employed dense convolution blocks, instead
of convolution layers, in the encoder and decoder paths.
It also incorporated dilated convolutions in the lowest encoder
layer, in order to better capture global context information.
A further study of their work [8] employed the Faster
region-based convolutional neural network (Faster-RCNN)
and SkinNet for lesion detection and localization, as well as
segmentation, respectively. Specifically, Faster-RCNN was
used to produce the bounding boxes of the detected lesion
regions, which were subsequently cropped for lesion seg-
mentation using SkinNet. Their two-stage system showed
superior performance for lesion segmentation.
Other deep learning networks have also been proposed
for lesion segmentation. Venkatesh et al. [9] proposed a
deep architecture with multi-scale residual connections for
lesion segmentation, known as Multi-scale residual U-Net.
Their model employed multi-scale residual connections to
tackle information loss in the encoding stages in the U-Net.
The model outperformed other state-of-the-art networks
such as deep fully convolutional-deconvolutional neural net-
works [10] for diverse challenging lesion segmentation tasks.
Goyal and Yap [11] conducted transfer learning based on the
pre-trained FCN models for multi-class skin lesion segmen-
tation.
There are also other state-of-the-art hybrid clustering mod-
els proposed in recent years for biomedical image seg-
mentation. Aljawawdeh et al. [12] employed GA and PSO
to obtain the initial centroids of the K-Means (KM) clus-
tering model. The KM algorithm was subsequently used
for melanoma/benign lesion segmentation. KM clustering
and ensemble regression were used for skin lesion segmen-
tation in Alvarez and Iglesias [13]. Louhichi et al. [14]
employed multiple density clustering algorithms to identify
the key parameters of region growing techniques for lesion
segmentation. Pham et al. [15] produced a modified PSO
model in combination with kernelized fuzzy entropy cluster-
ing (KFEC) for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) brain
image segmentation. Their PSO model employed the Halton
sequence for population initialization and an adaptive inertia
weight to accelerate convergence. Besides KFEC, their objec-
tive function also incorporated local spatial information and
bias correction for particle evaluation. Their model outper-
formed five other competitors when evaluated using noisy
simulated and real MRI brain images. Singh and Bala [16]
proposed an enhanced discrete cosine transform (DCT)-
based nonlocal FCM (DCT-NLFCM) method for MRI brain
image segmentation. Their model employed DCT-domain
pre-processed images to attain fast segmentation in com-
parison with other unsupervised DCT-based methods. The
empirical results indicated that their model was invariant
to noise with superior segmentation performances. A multi-
objective spatial fuzzy clustering model was developed by
Zhao et al. [17] for image segmentation. Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) was incorporated
with the clustering model to conduct image segmentation.
The objective function took into account the intra-cluster
fuzzy compactness as well as inter-cluster fuzzy separation
derived from non-local spatial information. A cluster validity
index was also produced to help retrieve the best solution
among the generated non-dominated individuals. The number
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of clusters was also identified in an evolving process using
a real-coded variable string length method. Evaluated with
images contaminated by noise, the developed model achieved
better performances in comparison with those of KM, FCM
and several FCM variants.
Pan et al. [18] proposed a bacterial foraging evolution-
ary algorithm for cell image segmentation. Their proposed
edge detection model was able to overcome the limitation
of initialization sensitivity of the traditional edge detectors.
It calculated a bright pixel density map for nutrient concen-
tration estimation. Evaluated using synthetic and real cell
images, the proposed model achieved an improved segmenta-
tion accuracy in comparisonwith those of several well-known
traditional edge detectors such as the active contour model
and the Canny edge detector. Neoh et al. [19] conducted
nucleus-cytoplasm segmentation for blood cancer detection
using a hybrid model of FCM clustering integrated with the
Genetic Algorithm (GA). Their fitness function took both
intra- and inter-cluster variances into account. The hybrid
model showed impressive performances and outperformed
other state-of-the-art FCM variants for nucleus-cytoplasm
segmentation using the ALL-IDB2 data set. Dai et al. [20]
performed optic disc (OD) segmentation in fundus images
using a variation model with boundary, shape, and region
energies. A sparse coding based technique was initially used
to perform optic disc localization. Subsequently, a region
of interest was cropped based on the localized disc centre
and the surrounding area of OD in the image. Blood vessel
removal was also conducted using morphological operations
before segmentation. The Hough transform was conducted to
obtain the initial boundary information. Then, three energies,
i.e. the phase-based boundary, PCA-based shape and region
energies, were used to further enhance the OD segmentation
results.
B. PSO VARIANTS
PSO, one of the popular SI algorithms, has been adopted
in diverse single-, multi- and many-objective optimization
problems [21]. The PSO operation employs the following
strategy for position updating.
vt+1id = w× vtid + c1 × r1 ×
(
pid − x tid
)+ c2 × r2
× (pgd − x tid) (d = 1, 2, . . . ,D) (1)
x t+1id = x tid + vt+1id (2)
where x t+1id and v
t+1
id denote the position and velocity of
particle xi in the d-th dimension and the t + 1-th itera-
tion, respectively, with x tid and v
t
id representing the associ-
ated parameters in the t-th iteration. pid and pgd represent
the personal best experience and the swarm leader in the
d-th dimension respectively. In addition, c1 and c2 refer
to acceleration coefficients and r1 and r2 denote the ran-
dom vectors while w represents an inertia weight that
defines the impact of the previous velocity over iterations.
Equations (1)-(2) indicate that all the particles in PSO are
attracted towards the global best solution. As such, it is very
likely to converge prematurely.
Diverse search strategies have been proposed to overcome
premature convergence of the classical PSOmodel [22]–[25].
Fielding and Zhang [26] proposed an enhanced PSO variant
for evolving deep architecture generation for image classifi-
cation. Their PSO model employed several cosine annealing
mechanisms to generate adaptive acceleration coefficients
to overcome local optima traps and accelerate convergence.
A weight sharing mechanism between similar optimized
architectures was used to reduce the training cost. In com-
parison with other state-of-the-art deep learning models, their
work achieved impressive error rates of 4.78% and 25.42%
based on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 data sets, respec-
tively. Moreover, in comparison with related studies using
250 and 20 GPUs, their experiments were performed using
a single GPU with a significantly reduced computational
cost. AGPSO was proposed by Mirjalili et al. [27], where
a number of linear and nonlinear functions were proposed
for adaptive acceleration coefficient generation. Their PSO
model enabled the search process to focus on the cogni-
tive component for global exploration in early iterations and
the social component for local exploitation in subsequent
iterations. The classical PSO model was also used in the
deep learning architecture generation for convolutional auto-
encoder in Sun et al. [28], while the GA was employed in
the block architecture generation based on ResNet blocks and
DenseNet blocks in Sun et al. [29]. A hybrid optimization
model incorporating PSO with the Firefly Algorithm (FA)
was proposed by Aydilek [30]. Their model employed FA and
PSO for exploitation and exploration, respectively. Specifi-
cally, according to the criterion that each individual solution
in the swarm was fitter than the current swarm leader or
otherwise, either the FA or PSO operation was used for posi-
tion updating accordingly. The model showed superior per-
formances for evaluation of unimodal, multimodal, hybrid,
and composition benchmark functions.
Ye [31] proposed a PSO variant for configuration opti-
mization of a deep fully-connected neural network, known
as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for classification and
regression tasks. The acceleration coefficients and the iner-
tia weight of their PSO model were determined by linear
schedules. The model was then used to optimize the number
of neurons in each fully-connected layer, as well as overall
hyper-parameters including the learning rate and dropout
factor. A single best model from the global best solution
as well as an ensemble model consisting of a configurable,
pre-determined number of models derived from the final
local best positions were produced. Based on experiments
with different numbers of hidden layers, the depth of the
networks was modified empirically. The developed model
was evaluated using the MNIST data set for handwritten digit
classification and the KCD data set for biological activity
prediction through regression. Soon et al. [32] used the PSO
model to optimize the learning rate and kernel configura-
tion for a CNN for vehicle logo recognition. The optimized
VOLUME 7, 2019 34007
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deep network was subsequently used to classify vehicle logo
images, whichwas followed by pre-processing to segment the
logo areas from full vehicle images. The PSOmodel was used
to optimize seven hyper-parameters consisting of the learning
rate as well as the number and size of convolutional filters for
a fixed number of three layers in the network. The outcome
indicated that using an optimization approach resulted in a
more efficient system than manually tuning.
III. THE PROPOSED IMAGE SEGMENTATION SYSTEM
The proposed lesion segmentation system consists of two key
steps. The first step employs ensemble deep networks and
clustering models for lesion segmentation, respectively. The
post-processing procedures using morphological operations
are used in the second step to fill in holes and smooth lesion
boundaries, in an attempt to further improve the segmentation
results. In order to identify the optimal hyper-parameter set-
tings for base CNNs and overcome initialization sensitivity
of classical FCM clustering base models, a cascade PSO
algorithm is proposed. It is used to fine-tune the learning
hyper-parameters of each base semantic segmenter network
and further improve the cluster centroids identified by FCM
clustering. Amajority voting strategy is employed to combine
pixelwise classification results of all the base models for
each ensemble predictor. The ensemble segmentation output
is then enhanced using the post-processing morphological
operations. We introduce each key stage of the proposed
semantic segmentation models comprehensively, as follows.
A. THE PROPOSED PSO MODEL
In this research, a cascade PSO algorithm is proposed for
image segmentation. It is used to enhance FCM centroids
as well as devise the optimal learning hyper-parameters for
each CNN segmenter. The proposed PSO algorithm includes
not only diverse search operations such as SA and Levy
flight based local exploitation, but also helix, PSO and DE
strategies for global exploration. A hierarchical mechanism
is used to assign different individuals with different search
actions in each iteration to mitigate premature convergence.
Moreover, the enhanced helix, PSO and DE operations follow
two remote swarm leaders simultaneously in a spiral fashion.
The pseudo-code of the proposed PSO algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1. Our PSO model not only has better chances
of finding global optima to retrieve effective learning hyper-
parameters and cluster centroids, but also provides diverse
efficient base segmenters for deep and clustering ensemble
pixelwise prediction model construction.
The proposed algorithm initializes a swarm of particles,
which are subsequently evaluated. In addition to the swarm
leader, a second swarm leader with a similar fitness score but
low position proximity to that of the best leader is also iden-
tified. The MATLAB function, corr2, is used to determine
the position proximity between two particles. It generates a
score in the range of [−1, 1], where ‘1’ and ‘−1’ specify the
two particles are exactly the same or distinctive entirely in
positions.
Algorithm 1 The Proposed Cascade PSO Algorithm
1 Start
2 Initialize a population randomly (e.g. 50 particle);
3 Evaluate the population;
4 For (each iteration do) {
5 Find the swarm leader, gbest ;
6 Find a second leader with a similar fitness but
remote in position to gbest ;
7 For (each particle do) {
8 If (Iteration == 1 or Flag == SA)
9 Conduct SA operation as defined in
Equation (3);
10 Else If(Flag == helix/PSO)
11 Randomly select one of the following
operations to update the particle position;
12 1. Conduct the proposed helix operation as
defined in Equations (4), (5) and (7);
13 2. Conduct a modified PSO operation as
defined in Equations (9), (2) and (7);
14 Else If(Flag == DE)
15 Conduct a modified DE operation using three
parents as defined in Equation (11)-(13) and (7);
16 Else If(Flag == Levy)
17 Conduct long jumps using Levy flight
distribution as defined in Equation (14);
18 Else If(Flag == Scatter)
19 Re-initialize the particle by scattering all the
dimensions as defined in Equation (15);
20 Flag = SA;
21 End If
22 Conduct fitness evaluation;
23 Update the personal best pbest and global best
gbest if the new position has better fitness;
24 If (SA has improvement)
25 Flag = SA;
26 Else If (SA search has no improvement)
27 Flag = Proposed helix/modified PSO;
28 Else If (PSO/helix search has no improvement)
29 Flag =Modified DE;
30 Else If (DE-based search has no improvement)
31 Flag = Levy flight;
32 Else If (Levy search has no improvement)
33 Flag = Scatter;
34 End If
35 } End For
36 } End For
37 Output gbest ;
After initialization, in the 1st iteration, an SA operation is
performed by the overall population. The particles that do
not show improvements employ an alternative helix or PSO
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search action in the 2nd iteration to avoid stagnation, while
the SA operation is inherited by those with improved fitness
performance. Similarly in the 3rd iteration, if the previously
employed helix or PSO search movements fail to improve the
fitness scores of some particles, a modified DE-based search
process is applied to further diversify the search process,
whereas those with improved fitness scores continue with
the previous search strategies, i.e. PSO, helix, or SA actions.
In the 4th iteration, if theDE-based search process is not effec-
tive for enhancement of some particles, a Levy random walk
is conducted subsequently. Similarly, for those with perfor-
mance improvements, the previous search actions (e.g. DE or
others) are inherited and remain intact. Finally, if the Levy-
based jump fails to lead some individuals to optimal regions,
a scattering action is conducted to re-initialize such parti-
cles, otherwise the previous search operations are repeated
to accelerate convergence. Such a cascade search strategy is
applied to each swarm particle to equip it with different search
actions across iterations. Meanwhile, it also assigns different
search strategies to different particles simultaneously within
single iteration (e.g. particle 1 performs SA, while particles 2,
3, 4, and 5 performPSO,DE, Levy distribution, and scattering
operations, respectively, in the t-th iteration). To increase
local and global search capabilities, spiral search parameters
are proposed to enable the individuals to follow promising
solutions in a spiral manner. The algorithm terminates when
the maximum number of iterations is reached. We introduce
each proposed search operation in detail below.
1) THE SA-BASED LOCAL EXPLOITATION
After initialization of the swarm, the SA operation [33] is
assigned to each particle in the 1st iteration. It employs
both weak and promising solutions to guide the search pro-
cess. A transition probability, p, defined in Equation (3),
is employed in SA to determine the chances for a weak
solution to be accepted.
p = exp
(
−1f
T
)
> r (3)
where 1f and T denote the fitness score change and the
temperature for controlling the annealing process, respec-
tively.When the transition probability, p, is greater than a ran-
domly generated threshold, r , the weak solution is accepted.
To balance between local exploitation and global exploration,
we also employ a geometric cooling schedule, i.e. T = αT ,
to decrease the temperature, T , by a cooling factor, α ∈ [0, 1].
SA shows great capabilities in overcoming local optima traps,
but at the expense of a large number of function evaluations.
2) THE PROPOSED HELIX MOVEMENT
A novel helix search algorithm is proposed to diversify the
search process. It enables each individual to follow the first
and the second swarm leaders simultaneously in randomly
selected sub-dimensions in a spiral manner. Equations (4)-(5)
define the proposed spiral movement. Its search parameters
are drawn from a three-dimensional helix distribution defined
in Equations (6)-(8).
x t+1id

x tid + h
(
pgd − x tid
)
+ζ (rand − 0.5)× scale, if d ∈ [1, randdims]
x tid + h
(
psd − x tid
)
+ζ (rand − 0.5)× scale, otherwise
(4)
ζ = ζ ×
(
10−4
0.9
) 1
maxiGen
(5)
g = 0.0065× t × cos (2× t) g ∈ [−2.522, 2.532] ,
t ∈ [0, 389.5575] (6)
h = 0.0065× t × sin (2× t) h ∈ [0, 2.517] (7)
l = t (8)
where h denotes the proposed helix search coefficient.
As mentioned earlier, it is randomly extracted from a spiral
distribution defined in Equation (7). In addition, pgd and psd
denote the first and second swarm leaders in the d-th dimen-
sion, respectively. According to Equation (4), the search
agent, xi, not only follows the global best solution, pg, in some
randomly selected sub-dimensions, but also spirally moves
towards the second swarm leader, ps, in the remaining sub-
dimensions. The scale parameter is a constant vector with
each element defined as the difference between the upper
and lower boundaries of each dimension. As illustrated in
Equation (5), ζ is an adaptive search parameter to fine-tune
the random search steps. It enables the adoption of a larger
random search step in early iterations to increase global
exploration, and a smaller search step in subsequent iterations
to perform fine-tuning.
3) THE MODIFIED PSO OPERATION
The PSO model shows superior search capabilities in solving
single-, multi-, and many-objective optimization problems.
However, owing to the search process led by a single swarm
leader, it is likely to be trapped in local optima. In order to
prevent from stagnating prematurely, as indicated in the helix
movement, two remote swarm leaders are employed to lead
the search process simultaneously. Equation (9) defines this
new PSO search mechanism.
vt+1id =

wvtid + hr1
(
pid − x tid
)
+hr2
(
pgd − x tid
)
, ifd ∈ [1, randdims]
wvtid + hr1
(
pid − x tid
)
+hr2(psd − x tid ), otherwise
(9)
where h denotes the proposed helix search coefficient. Equa-
tion (9) indicates that each particle moves towards pg in ran-
domly selected sub-dimensions and ps in the remaining sub-
dimensions, respectively, to avoid local optima traps. Instead
of using fixed acceleration coefficients as in classical PSO,
the random search parameters extracted from a helix distri-
bution defined in Equation (7) are used to guide the social
and cognitive search components. These search parameters
enable the particles to follow the local and global promising
VOLUME 7, 2019 34009
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solutions in a spiral manner to increase search exploration
and, at the same time, fine-tune the solution vectors.
4) THE MODIFIED DE OPERATION
DE possesses efficient convergence capabilities in solving
diverse optimization problems. It comprises three primary
steps, i.e. mutation, crossover, and selection. There are a
variety of mutation schemes in DE. A popular mutation
scheme of DE, i.e. the DE/Best/1/Bin scheme, is defined in
Equation (10).
Dt+1i = x tbest + F(x tl − x tm) (10)
whereDt+1i represents a donor vector in the t+1-th iteration,
while x tbest , x
t
l and x
t
m denote the current best solution and
two randomly selected distinctive solution vectors in the t-th
iteration, respectively. F is the differential weight.
In order to mitigate local optima traps, in this research,
again we take two remote leaders into account to guide the
search process while a random scale factor based on the
helix distribution is also embedded. This improved mutation
scheme is defined in Equation (11).
Dt+1id =
{
pgd + h(x tld − x tmd ), if d ∈ [1, randdims]
psd + h(x tld − x tmd ), otherwise
(11)
In comparison with the original mutation scheme shown in
Equation (10), the donor vector illustrated in Equation (11)
is generated using two remote swarm leaders. Specifically,
when d belongs to the randomly selected sub-dimensions,
the new solution is generated using the current global best
solution, pg, otherwise, it is produced using the second
leader, ps. The differential weight parameter is randomly gen-
erated using the helix distribution as defined in Equation (7).
The resulting search process, therefore, enables the donor
solution to conduct local exploitation around the two swarm
leaders in randomly selected sub-dimensions simultaneously
in a spiral fashion.
Subsequently, a crossover operation defined in Equa-
tion (12) is performed.
k t+1id =
{
Dt+1id , if rand ≤ pCr
x tid , otherwise
(12)
The generation of a new solution, k t+1i , is controlled by a
crossover parameter, pCr . It determines whether each dimen-
sion of the new solution is inherited from that of the donor
vector, Dt+1i , or the previous solution, x ti . This new offspring
solution, k t+1i , is then evaluated using the objective function.
If it has an improved fitness score than that of the previous
solution, x ti , it is selected, otherwise the previous solution,
x ti , is selected, and passed on to the next iteration as defined
in Equation (13).
x t+1i =
{
k t+1i , if f
(
k t+1i
)
≥ f (x ti )
x ti , otherwise
(13)
This modified DE operation increases search capabilities by
enabling the particles to perform local exploitation of the two
best leaders simultaneously in a helix manner.
5) RANDOM WALK USING LEVY FLIGHT
A random search strategy based on the Levy flight distribu-
tion is also incorporated, in order to overcome local optima
traps, which is defined in Equation (14).
x t+1id = x tid +
(
xmaxd − xmind
)
× ϑ (14)
where xmaxd and x
min
d indicate the upper and lower boundaries
in the d-th dimension, respectively, and ϑ denotes the Levy
flight operation. A new offspring solution is generated using
this Levy random walk strategy, which is used to replace the
previous solution if it has a better fitness score. This Levy
operation depicts great search capabilities in exploring an
unknown large-scale search space.
6) THE SCATTERING BEHAVIOUR
A scattering action is also implemented to re-initialize any
weak particles showing limited performance improvements
in the last few iterations. This scattering operation is defined
in Equation (15).
x t+1id = xmind +
(
xmaxd − xmind
)
× rand (15)
where rand denotes a randomly generated vector with each
element in the range of [0, 1]. It is used to increase swarm
diversity and reduce the probabilities of converging prema-
turely.
As discussed earlier, the series of proposed search actions
work in a cascade manner to increase diversification and
accelerate convergence. Specifically, it assigns different
search operations to different particles in each single itera-
tion. It also enables each particle to switch between several
different search actions across iterations to alleviate stagna-
tion. Furthermore, the proposed cascade PSO model is used
to enhance FCM cluster centroids and hyper-parameters in
CNN models to improve segmentation performance. Next,
we introduce deep and clustering image segmentation pro-
cesses, as follows.
B. THE CLUSTERING-BASED IMAGE SEGMENTATION
The proposed PSO algorithm is first used to enhance the cen-
troids of FCM clustering for image segmentation. Clustering
models such as FCM and KM are sensitive to membership
and centroid initialization and image noise. Their clustering
processes also tend to be trapped in local optima. These
clustering methods are usually used to provide an initial anal-
ysis of data distribution. Evolutionary algorithms show great
superiority in attaining global optima, therefore the proposed
PSO model is employed to further enhance the centroids
identified by the FCM model and to increase segmentation
robustness.
The detailed hybrid clustering process incorporating FCM
with the proposed PSO model is introduced below. A series
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of pre-processing procedures is first applied, including hair
removal, sharpness and contrast enhancement. In addition,
the search process of the proposed PSO model employs two
dimensions to represent the centroids of two clusters, e.g.
skin vs lesion, or nucleus vs background. We also assign the
initial centroids produced by FCM to one of the particles as
the initial seed solution, with the rest of the swarm randomly
initialized. The search process of cluster centroid enhance-
ment is conducted by the abovementioned proposed search
strategies, until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
The final swarm leader representing the best centroids is used
to perform the lesion/tumour segmentation. Equation (16)
defines the fitness function for particle evaluation, which
takes both intra- and inter-cluster variances into account [19].
fitness (xi) = Mintra−cluster/Minter−cluster (16)
whereMintra−cluster andMinter−cluster denote the intra-cluster
and inter-cluster measures, respectively. The optimization
process minimizes the fitness function by preferring clusters
with high compactness and large separation. Such enhanced
hybrid clustering model is used as the base evaluator for
ensemble clustering segmenter construction subsequently.
C. EVOLVING DEEP NETWORKS FOR IMAGE
SEGMENTATION
Deep learning models show impressive performances for
diverse computer vision tasks. Optimal hyper-parameter
identification has a considerable impact on deep network
performances. For instance, a large or small learning rate
leads to a suboptimal result or a significant computational
cost in the training stage, while the regularization factor (i.e.
weight decay) has a significant impact in reducing model
overfitting. Some related research studies employ random or
exhaustive grid-search mechanisms as popular strategies for
parameter selection [1]–[3]. However, suchmethods are more
likely to be trapped in local optima or at the expense of a large
computational cost. In order to deal with these limitations,
in this research, we employ the proposed cascade model
to optimize the two primary hyper-parameters of a CNN
segmenter, i.e. the learning rate and the regularization factor
(denoted as L2Regularization), to enhance performance.
To better capture global information and avoid information
loss, we employ a deep semantic network with dilated convo-
lutions as the base segmenter. Dilated convolutions [34] refer
to the technique for ‘dilating’ convolutional kernels, in order
to increase the receptive field size of the convolutional layer
without introducingmore parameters or reducing the network
entropy. Dilating the kernels effectively ‘spaces out’ the indi-
vidual filter values over the convolutional window, thereby
maintaining the same dimensionality of the kernel itself but
also incorporating more global information in each window
position of the convolution operation. A dilated convolution
has the same number of parameters as a non-dilated convo-
lution, which leads to no increase in the overall number of
network parameters. We therefore employ such a semantic
network as the base evaluator.
TABLE 1. The Deep CNN Architecture.
The topology of the base deep segmenter network is illus-
trated in Table I. It constitutes one image input layer, which
accepts an image input size of 128×128. Three blocks of
convolutional layers are subsequently attached. Specifically,
each convolutional layer has a kernel size of 3×3 and 64 fil-
ters with increasing dilation factors. In order to pad the
inputs to be the same size as the outputs for segmentation
tasks, the option of ‘same’ is used for the padding setting.
In addition, the final pixel classification block consists of
one convolutional layer with q (i.e. number of classes) filters
and a kernel size of 1×1, as well as a softmax layer and
a pixelClassificationLayer. Moreover, since the majority of
the image pixels belong to the background class, the image
segmentation tasks tend to have severe class imbalance prob-
lems. An inverse frequency weighting method is also used to
generate class weights as the inverse of the class frequencies
to deal with the class imbalance bias.
The search of optimal settings for the two training param-
eters in the CNN segmenter employs the following setting,
i.e. dimension = 2, population = 15 and iteration = 10,
which yields the best trade-off between performance and
cost. The optimal parameter search process is guided by the
proposed PSO mechanism. The stochastic gradient descent
with momentum optimizer is used as the solver for network
training, with the maximum number of epochs = 100 and the
mini-batch size = 64. Unlike the above proposed clustering-
based segmentation, the pre-processing procedures are not
required for the deep ensemble networks with optimal param-
eter settings. Moreover, we have constructed a baseline net-
work with the default settings of the learning rate and the
L2Regularization factor, i.e. 0.01 and 0.0001, respectively,
in accordance with MATLAB. The CNN segmenter with
the identified optimized hyper-parameters is also compared
with this default baseline model, and other existing deep
architectures for performance comparison.
In this research, we employ the Sørensen-Dice similarity
coefficient, defined in Equation (17), as the objective func-
tion. This Dice similarity coefficient is used to evaluate the
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superiority of the segmentation results against the ground
truth. It is calculated using twice the intersection divided by
the union of the ground truth and generated masks.
D
(
m,m
′) = 2|m ∩ m′ ||m| + |m′ | (17)
where m and m
′
represent the ground truth and the predicted
masks, respectively.
D. ENSEMBLE DEEP NETWORK AND CLUSTERING
MODEL CONSTRUCTION & POST-PROCESSING
In order to overcome bias and variance of single base evalua-
tors, ensemble models combining several base evaluators are
produced to enhance segmentation performance. To produce
diverse different evolving base evaluators, different experi-
mental settings are employed for the base model generation
for both deep and clustering algorithms, i.e. inertia weight =
0.6/0.4/0.2, population = 5/10/15 (deep) or 20/30/50 (clus-
tering), and iteration = 3/5/10 (deep) or 10/15/20 (cluster-
ing). For constructing the base CNN segmenters, the training
and validation data sets are shuffled once for each fitness
evaluation as well as the final model fine-tuning step. In this
way, the diversity of each single base CNN model is further
enhanced. All experiments pertaining to the proposed deep
ensemble networks were performed on a single NVIDIA
GTX 1080Ti consumer GPU.
As mentioned earlier, triple CNNs with different opti-
mized hyper-parameters and triple hybrid clustering mod-
els with different optimized centroids are produced using
diverse experimental settings. These CNN and clustering base
evaluators are used to construct an ensemble deep network
as well as an ensemble clustering model, respectively. Each
base evaluator conducts the segmentation tasks individually.
A majority voting mechanism is then used to combine the
base model results to generate the predicted mask for the
ensemble segmenter.
A set of post-processing procedures is subsequently under-
taken to improve ensemble segmentation performance. For
instance, the generated binary gradient masks for lesion seg-
mentation sometimes show interior gaps or holes as well as
‘salt-and-pepper’ effects. Morphological operations, such as
image dilation, hole filling, border clearance, small object
removal and border smoothing, are used to deal with such
problems. MATLAB functions, such as strel, imfill, imclear-
border and bwareaopen, are used in these processes. Some
example segmentation results of the proposed deep and
clustering ensemble models are illustrated in Figures 2-3.
We present the detailed evaluation results of the proposed
evolving ensemble deep networks and hybrid clustering mod-
els in the following section.
IV. EVALUATION
We employ three skin lesion data sets, i.e. PH2 [35], Dermofit
Image Library [36], and ISIC 2017 [37], to evaluate the
proposed ensemble deep networks and clustering models.
A blood cancer data set, i.e. ALL-IDB2 [38], is also employed
FIGURE 2. Example segmentation results for the proposed deep
ensemble network (blue line: predicted mask, red line: GT. From left to
right, the results of three base models, the ensemble model output and
the final predicted mask after post-processing).
FIGURE 3. Example segmentation results for the proposed clustering
ensemble model (blue line: predicted mask, red line: GT. From left to
right, the results of three base models, the ensemble model output and
the final predicted mask after post-processing).
for nuclei segmentation, in order to indicate the robustness of
the proposed models. The skin lesion PH2 data set is com-
posed of 200 images with 80 common nevi (benign), 80 atyp-
ical nevi, and 40 melanoma cases. The ISIC data set has a
total of 2,750 dermoscopic images, while there are 1,300 skin
lesion images from 10 classes in the Dermofit Image Library
data set. Moreover, a total of 180 WBC sub-images with
nucleus and cytoplasm regions are extracted from the ALL-
IDB2 data set in the previous study of Srisukkham et al. [39].
In our experiments, we employ all the images from the
PH2, ISIC 2017 and ALL-IDB2 data sets, as well as the
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TABLE 2. Data set description for image segmentation.
extraction of a total of 160 images (76 melanoma and
84 benign cases) from the Dermofit data set for performance
evaluation. Details of data sets are provided in Table 2. For
each data set, we employ a 60-20-20 split to form the training,
validation, and test sets, respectively.
To indicate the efficiency of the proposed PSO mod-
els, classical optimization methods i.e., PSO [21] and
FA [40], as well as advanced PSO variants, i.e. AGPSO [27],
BBPSOV [39], ELPSO [41], and GMPSO [42], are imple-
mented for performance comparison. These methods are
combined with FCM to conduct hybrid clustering, where
the evolutionary algorithms are used to further enhance the
cluster centroids identified by the FCM model, respectively.
Besides that, single and ensemble conventional KM and FCM
clustering models are implemented for performance com-
parison. Deep single and ensemble networks with default
hyper-parameter settings are also developed for performance
comparison with the proposed deep networks based on the
identified optimal hyper-parameters. In order to increase the
base model diversity of the deep networks with default hyper-
parameters for ensemble construction, a number of different
learning epochs are employed, i.e. 100, 120, and 150, whereas
the proposed networks with optimized parameter settings
employ a maximum number of 100 epochs consistently.
We employ an image resolution of 128×128 in our exper-
iments, in order to achieve the best trade-off between perfor-
mance and computational efficiency. Such an image resolu-
tion has also been employed by other related studies [6]. Since
the proposed and other PSO models are stochastic methods,
a set of 10 runs is employed for evaluation of each data set.
The mean Dice coefficients over 10 runs are used as the
criteria for performance comparison.
Moreover, we employ the same number of function eval-
uations for all the search methods as the stopping criteria
for clustering base model generation. Although the proposed
PSO model embeds diverse search strategies, it includes the
same number of function evaluations, i.e. population size
× maximum number of iterations, as that of the original
PSO model. On the contrary, ELPSO [41] and GMPSO [42]
employ additional numbers of function evaluations for the
enhancement of the global best solution or the subswarm
leader respectively. The iteration numbers or the population
sizes of these two search methods are therefore reduced to
ensure the conduction of the same number of function evalu-
ations as those of other optimization algorithms.
A. PARAMETER SETTINGS
Table 3 presents the parameter settings of the proposed and
other search methods in the experimental studies. We extract
TABLE 3. Parameter settings of each algorithm.
the parameter settings of related methods from their original
studies reported in the literature. Since the proposed PSO
model employs random search parameters from a helix dis-
tribution, it does not require any parameter setting.
B. THE PH2 SKIN LESION DATA SET
We first demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed ensemble
deep networks and clustering models using the PH2 data
set. This PH2 data set, as well as the ISIC and Dermofit
skin lesion data sets, contain diverse lesion segmentation
challenges. As an example, each of the abovementioned data
sets contains dermoscopic images with dark hairs, which
partially occlude the lesion boundaries, and vignettes around
illuminated lesion regions that lead to difficult dark shadows
in image corners. The lesion images also show a variety of
skin pigmentations and sometimes with a low contrast.
As mentioned earlier, since the proposed PSO and other
SI algorithms are stochastic methods, we conduct 10 runs of
both proposed ensemble models for performance compari-
son. The mean Dice coefficients over 10 runs of the proposed
models and other related methods for the PH2 data set are
provided in Table 4. The best Dice coefficient in each column
is highlighted in bold.
Table 4 illustrates the Dice coefficient results for both base
(i.e. single) and ensemble models. The proposed base CNN
model is produced by optimizing the hyper-parameters of the
network using the proposed PSO algorithm (row 1), while
other clustering base models are generated by combining
FCM with the proposed PSO or other search models. Single
classical KM and FCM models, and the deep CNN with
default hyper-parameter settings are also implemented for
comparison. As mentioned earlier, to ensure a fair compar-
ison, for each hybrid clustering base model generation, all
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TABLE 4. Evaluation results for the PH2 data set.
the search methods employ the same number of function
evaluations as the stopping criterion, e.g. population size (50)
×maximum number of iterations (20). The optimized hyper-
parameter identification of the deep base CNNs employs a
fewer number of function evaluations, e.g. population size
(15) × maximum number of iterations (10).
We first compare all the base model performances in the
first column in Table 4. Among all the methods, the base
CNN with optimized hyper-parameter achieves the best Dice
result of 0.8187. This is followed by the proposed PSOmodel
combined with FCM clustering with a mean Dice coefficient
of 0.8168. Both proposed base models outperform single
hybrid clustering methods of PSO, FA, AGPSO, ELPSO,
BBPSOV, and GMPSO, respectively. All the hybrid clus-
tering base evaluators outperform the single base KM and
FCM significantly. The proposed base CNNmodel with opti-
mized hyper-parameters also outperforms single networks
with default hyper-parameter settings, significantly, owing
to the identification of effective learning hyper-parameters
during the search process.
Moreover, as indicated in the second column in Table 4, for
the ensemble model performance comparison, the proposed
deep CNN ensemble model with optimized hyper-parameters
achieves the best average Dice coefficient of 0.8748. This is
followed closely by the proposed clustering ensemble model
with a mean Dice coefficient of 0.8339. Both proposed mod-
els outperform all other hybrid ensemble clustering methods
and the ensembles with classical KM and FCM methods
significantly. The empirical results also indicate that the
ensemble deep CNNs with default hyper-parameter settings
are composed of base models with limited diversity. On the
contrary, our deep ensemble models possess great base model
diversity and depict significant performance superiority over
the ensemble networks with default settings. In short, both
proposed deep and clustering ensemble segmenters outper-
form all other baseline ensemble models significantly for
lesion segmentation.
Table 5 illustrates the comparison details between the pro-
posed research and other related studies reported in the lit-
erature for the PH2 data set. All the methods employ the
same experimental settings, i.e. 60-20-20 for the training,
validation, and test sets, respectively. Note that our results
TABLE 5. Comparison between the proposed research and related
studies using the PH2 data set.
are obtained by averaging the Dice coefficients over 10 inde-
pendent runs. As indicated in Table 5, U-Net and Dilated-
Net show competitive performance for lesion segmentation.
Another two enhanced networks, i.e. U-Net with Gossip Net-
works and Dilated-Net with Gossip Networks, were proposed
by Fernandes et al. [6]. Instead of performing segmentation
from scratch, both new models further enhanced the segmen-
tation results based on the outputs of U-Net and Dilated-
Net, respectively, using Gossip Networks. Therefore, they
achieved better performances in comparison with those of
U-Net and Dilated-Net. In comparison with these state-of-
the-art deep architectures, our proposed deep ensemble net-
works with optimized learning parameters conduct segmen-
tation from scratch and achieve competitive results. U-Net
and Dilated-Net employ skip-layers and dilated kernels to
reduce information loss in the encoding-decoding mecha-
nism, whereas the proposed ensemble deep networks employ
three base CNNs with great diversity as well as dilated con-
volutions in each base evaluator to overcome information
loss, bias, and variance of single segmenters. Moreover, our
proposed clustering ensemble model also outperforms the
hybrid image segmentation method in Neoh et al. [19], where
FCM is integrated with GA, for lesion segmentation.
C. THE ISIC SKIN LESION DATA SET
To indicate efficiency of the proposed ensemble segmenters,
we also employ the ISIC 2017 data set for performance com-
parison. The ISIC 2017 data set shows diverse challenges.
Besides the presence of dark hair, dark image corners, low
contrast, and a variety of skin pigmentations, the data set also
contains lesion images with annotation marks and rulers for
lesion scaling.
Table 6 shows the mean Dice coefficients for each base
evaluator and ensemble model for the ISIC 2017 data set.
The proposed ensemble deep networks and clustering models
illustrate impressive performances and outperform all other
default ensemble deep networks and hybrid ensemble mod-
els significantly. Specifically, the proposed ensemble deep
network embeds distinctive evolving base CNN models with
different optimized learning parameters to boost the ensem-
ble performance. It achieves a superior mean Dice score
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TABLE 6. Evaluation results for the ISIC 2017 data set.
TABLE 7. Comparison between the proposed research and related
studies using the ISIC 2017 data set.
of 0.7677 for foreground background pixel classification, and
outperforms the model with default learning settings signif-
icantly. The proposed PSO model shows great efficiency in
identifying optimal clustering centroids in comparison with
other classical and advanced search methods. It leads to the
superior performance of the proposed base and ensemble
clustering models in comparison with those of other search
methods.
The comparison between the proposed models and other
state-of-the-art related studies using the ISIC 2017 data set
is also illustrated in Table 7. Similar to our experiments, all
the related studies employed a total of 2,750 images in the
data set, and used 60-20-20 as the training, validation and
test data sets. As indicated in Table 7, our proposed ensem-
ble deep networks show better Dice results than those of
U-Net [5], Dilated-Net [43], U-Net with Gossip Networks [6]
and Dilated-Net with Gossip Networks [6], respectively,
owing to the employment of dilated convolutions and optimal
hyper-parameter settings in the base networks and the ensem-
ble mechanism by combining complementary base evaluators
with great diversity. Our proposedmodels also outperform the
hybrid FCM+GA clustering segmenter of Neoh et al. [19],
considerably.
D. THE DERMOFIT SKIN LESION DATA SET
The Dermofit skin lesion data set is also employed for evalu-
ation. Table 8 shows the mean Dice coefficients for the base
and ensemblemodels over 10 runs. This data set poses diverse
challenges for lesion segmentation including occlusion, illu-
mination changes, annotation marks, and diverse skin tones.
TABLE 8. Evaluation results for the dermofit data set.
FIGURE 4. Example lesion segmentation results (from left to right,
the input lesion images, the GT masks, the generated masks using the
proposed deep ensemble networks and clustering ensemble models,
respectively. Row 1-3 from PH2, row 4-5 from ISIC 2017 and row 6-7 from
Dermofit).
As indicated in Table8, the proposed ensemble deep net-
works and clustering models, with optimized learning param-
eters and cluster centroids respectively, show superior capa-
bilities in retrieving distinguishing lesion boundaries and
outperform all the baseline ensemble methods significantly.
A similar case is also observed for the proposed base models
with optimized training parameters and cluster centroids.
Figure 4 shows the example lesion segmentation results for
the PH2, ISIC 2017 and Dermofit data sets.
E. THE ALL-IDB2 DATA SET
In order to indicate the robustness and efficiency of the pro-
posed ensemble models, we conduct segmentation of nuclei
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TABLE 9. Evaluation results for the ALL-IDB2 data set.
TABLE 10. Comparison between the proposed research and related
studies using the ALL-IDB2 data set.
regions from the WBCs using the ALL-IDB2 data set. A set
of 180 sub-images for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL)
diagnosis from the ALL-IDB2 data set was extracted by
Srisukkham et al. [39]. These sub-images contain 60 lym-
phocyte and 120 lymphoblast cases. We conduct the nucleus-
background segmentation for a series of 10 runs using the
180 WBC sub-images for each model. These cell images
also pose great challenges for nucleus segmentation including
irregularity of the nucleus regions, variations in terms of
the nucleus to cytoplasm ratio, existence of nucleoli and
vacuoles, nucleus and cytoplasm colour, and chromatin pat-
terns [19], [39].
The experimental results in Table 9 indicate that the
proposed deep and clustering ensemble models show sig-
nificant superiority over other baseline ensemble methods.
Table 10 shows the comparison with related research. Our
proposed single and ensemble segmenters outperform the
hybrid FCM+GA clustering model in Neoh et al. [19]
with inter- and intra-cluster variance measures, significantly.
Specifically, our proposed deep and clustering base models
outperform the compared method by 10.43% and 9.64%,
respectively, while the proposed deep and clustering ensem-
ble models improve the Dice coefficients by 14.91% and
10.46% over those of the compared method, respectively.
In comparison with the GA used in the compared method,
our proposed hierarchal search mechanism, and the enhanced
helix, PSO, and DE search actions with spiral coefficients,
account for superiority of the proposed PSOmodel in retriev-
ing distinguishing nucleus regions.
To further indicate the significance of the proposed
ensemble models, statistical tests, i.e. Wilcoxon rank sum
tests, have also been conducted. Tables 11-12 show the
TABLE 11. Statistical test results for the proposed deep ensemble model.
TABLE 12. Statistical test results for the proposed clustering ensemble
model.
statistical test results for the proposed deep and clustering
ensemble models respectively in comparison with all the
baseline ensemble methods over a series of 10 independent
runs pertaining to each test data set. The statistical test results
shown in Tables 11-12 are all less than 0.05, which reject the
null hypothesis that the baseline ensemble segmenters have
similar result distributions to those of the proposed ensemble
evaluators. In other words, this indicates that the proposed
deep and clustering ensemblemodels outperform the baseline
ensemble segmenters statistically significantly for all the test
data sets.
We provide a theoretical comparison with related stud-
ies, as follows. ELPSO employs a series of probability
distribution strategies to enhance the swarm leader, while
AGPSO applies linear and non-linear functions for adap-
tive acceleration coefficient generation. Evading and attrac-
tion search actions are embedded in BBPSOV to increase
search diversity, whereas probability distributions andGA are
used to enhance sub-swarm leaders in GMPSO. However,
the search processes of these related studies are guided by
single global best solution (e.g. FA, PSO, AGPSO, BBPSOV
and ELPSO) or single subswarm leader (e.g. GMPSO). In
addition, the whole population or the subswarm in these
methods purely relies on single search operation in each
iteration to guide the search process, therefore lack of search
diversity and more likely to be trapped in local optima.
On the contrary, the proposed model incorporates SA,
helix search, modified PSO and DE operations, as well as
random walk and scattering actions. To avoid stagnation, two
remote swarm leaders are used to guide the search process
of these operations simultaneously. Moreover, random search
parameters extracted from a helix distribution are used to
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diversify the search process. Such helix-driven search param-
eters enable each individual to perform local exploitation in
a spiral manner around attractions in the modified DE, while
they also equip each particle with spiral movement towards
the local and global promising solutions in enhanced PSO and
helix actions to increase search diversification. Furthermore,
these proposed search mechanisms, such as SA, Levy flight,
scattering, helix, PSO, and DE search actions, work hierar-
chically to overcome stagnation. They not only equip each
particle with a series of different search actions throughout
the search process, but also enable the overall swarm to adopt
diverse distinctive search operations in each single iteration.
These proposed search mechanisms account for superiority
of the proposed PSO model in selection of optimal cluster
centroids and hyper-parameters in comparison with other
classical and advanced search methods.
The empirical results also indicate that U-Net and Dilated-
Net show impressive performances. Besides that, the recent
research used additional networks such as Gossip net-
works [6] or GAN-motivated critic networks [3] on top
of U-Net to enhance performance. Their findings indicate
that adding such additional networks provides complemen-
tary or extra information for the segmenter in comparison
with increasing the segmenter network complexity. Moti-
vated by this, we propose the modified PSO model for
hyper-parameter fine-tuning to generate diverse optimized
CNNs. Our model not only has better chances of finding
global optima to retrieve effective learning hyper-parameters,
but also provides diverse efficient base networks for deep
ensemble pixelwise prediction model construction. These
base models serve as complementary pixelwise predictors.
They complement each other via the majority voting process
to draw the final prediction. The post-processing procedures
such as the removal of ‘salt-and-pepper’ effects and small
objects also show great efficiency in further enhancing per-
formance. Moreover, in comparison with other recent stud-
ies, where grid-search was employed for optimal parameter
selection [1]–[3], the proposed PSO model is used to identify
the optimal hyper-parameters for each base segmenter with a
significantly reduced computational cost.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we conduct skin lesion segmentation using
PSO-enhanced deep and clustering ensemble models with
optimized hyper-parameters and cluster centroids. The pro-
posed PSO model employs SA, Levy distribution, as well
as helix, PSO, and DE operations with spiral search param-
eters to increase diversification. Each particle in the search
actions follows two remote swarm leaders simultaneously
in a spiral fashion to avoid stagnation. Moreover, the above
search operations work in a hierarchical manner to assign dis-
tinctive search actions to different particles in each iteration,
as well as a series of search actions to one specific particle
throughout the search process. The model not only shows
impressive performancewith respect to hyper-parameter fine-
tuning and cluster centroid enhancement for base segmentors,
but also generates diverse base evaluators with great diversity.
Deep and clustering ensemble models have subsequently
been constructed. Evaluated using PH2, ISIC 2017, Dermofit
and ALL-IDB2, they outperform deep networks with default
hyper-parameter settings and hybrid clustering methods inte-
grated with diverse PSO variants, significantly. They also
show competitive performances in comparison with those of
state-of-the-art deep networks in the literature.
In future work, an adaptive learning schedule in deep
networks will be explored using the proposed PSO model to
enhance performance. The proposed models and architecture
optimization with residual connections will also be explored
for lesion feature extraction and classification. Furthermore,
the proposed PSO model will also be evaluated using other
complex computer vision tasks such as evolving deep archi-
tecture generation for object detection and localization, and
image description generation [1], [2], [26].
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